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We construct a cubic nonlinear self-consistent theory of multiharmonic two-stream superheterodyne free elec-

tron lasers of a klystron type, intended to form powerful ultrashort clusters of an electromagnetic field. Plural
three-wave parametric resonant interactions of wave harmonics have been taken into account. The two-stream
superheterodyne free electron lasers mode in which the first harmonic of a space-charge wave is much smaller than
the critical frequency of two-stream instability has been used for forming of the powerful ultrashort clusters of
electromagnetic waves. We carry out amplitude, phase and spectral analyses of the processes occurring in such
devices. We found out the conditions necessary for the forming of the ultrashort clusters of an electromagnetic
field. We demonstrate the possibility of the ultrashort electromagnetic cluster formation in the multiharmonic
two-stream superheterodyne free electron lasers-type systems.
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1. Introduction

Two-stream superheterodyne free electron lasers
(TSFELs) are characterized by exceptionally high ra-
tes of the amplification of electromagnetic waves in the
submillimeter-IR range [1–18]. Such high rates of the
amplification are achieved through the use of the ad-
ditional amplification mechanism of space-charge wave
(SCW) due to the two-stream instability [19–21]. The-
refore, at the same system parameters (currents, beam
energies, amplitudes of a pump field, etc.) as in the con-
ventional FEL, the identical amplification of the signal
wave in TSFEL is achieved at significantly smaller length
of the system. We should also note SCW that grow due to
the two-stream instability are characterized by linear dis-
persion dependences [19–21]. Therefore the satisfaction
of three-wave parametric resonance conditions becomes
possible for the harmonics of such waves. The mentio-
ned above feature of wave dispersion relations leads to
simultaneous excitation of many harmonics. As a result,
TSFEL operating modes, in which tens and more har-
monics with comparable amplitudes are excited become
possible [11, 21–23]. Due to this property, there is a pos-
sibility of the generation of ultrashort intense clusters of
an electromagnetic field on the basis of such multihar-
monic TSFEL as a result of the superposition of many
harmonics. Such ultrashort electromagnetic clusters, as
well as ultrashort pulses can have wide practical applica-
tion for a number of fundamental and applied researches
in physics, chemistry, biology, medicine [24, 25].

This article focuses on the study of the processes occur-
ring in the multiharmonic TSFEL-klystron, which are in-
tended to form ultrashort clusters of an electromagnetic
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field, and on clarification of conditions necessary for the
creation of such clusters. Earlier multiharmonic proper-
ties of TSFEL were investigated in [11, 21–23]. In pa-
per [11] the method of forming of ultrashort electromag-
netic field clusters as a result of multiharmonic signal
superposition was proposed. The principal possibility of
development of such systems on the basis of TSFEL was
shown. In Refs. [22, 23] the analysis of plural three-wave
interactions between harmonics of SCW in the develop-
ment of two-stream instability was carried out. Such in-
stability is used in the multiharmonic TSFEL. A detailed
analysis of multiharmonic SCW energy transformation
processes into the electromagnetic signal has not been
made previously. In the presented study we carry out
such analysis and find out the conditions necessary for
short electromagnetic cluster formation in TSFEL. We
demonstrate the possibility of creating of ultrashort elec-
tromagnetic clusters in systems such as multiharmonic
TSFEL.

2. Model of multiharmonic two-stream
superheterodyne FEL of a klystron type

A multiharmonic TSFEL-klystron scheme is presented
in Fig. 1. Let us carry out the qualitative analysis of the
basic principles of its operation.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the multiharmonic TSFEL-klystron.

Monochromatic electromagnetic signal 1 with fre-
quency ω1 and wave number k1 is entering the working
bulk of modulator section 3. Two-stream electron beam 2
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is also fed here. The main purpose of modulator section 3
in TSFEL is excitement of two space-charge waves in the
bulk of the two-stream beam. Modulator 3 can have
several different designs. In this paper we consider the
H-ubitron model of undulator. Since the monochromatic
signal 1 is at the input of modulator 3, we choose the mo-
dulator field monochromatic. The monochromatic SCW
with frequency ω3,1 is excited in the two-stream electron
beam as a result of the three-wave parametric resonance
between monochromatic signal wave 1 and monochroma-
tic modulator field 3. Next, modulated electron beam 2
enters in transit section 4. Electromagnetic signal wave
1 at the input of this section is absorbed.

The main purpose of transit section 4 is amplifica-
tion and intense excitement of SCW higher harmonics
due to the two-stream instability. For this purpose we
choose the frequency ω3,1 of the first SCW harmonic
much less than the critical frequency of two-stream in-
stability ωcr. This ensures that all harmonics whose fre-
quency is less than the critical frequency ωcr will be am-
plified due to the two-stream instability. In this case
the growth increment of SCW harmonics will increase
with the harmonic number up to the optimal frequency
ωopt =

√
3/8ωcr ≈ 0.61ωcr, which corresponds to the

maximum growth increment. Another feature of SCWs
growing due to two-stream instability is the fact that
such waves are characterized by linear dispersion rela-
tions. Therefore, the set of three-wave parametric re-
sonance interactions arise between the SCW harmonics.
This leads to the intense excitation and amplification of
SCW harmonics due to the three-wave parametric reso-
nances. Thus, there is intensive generation and amplifica-
tion of SCWs in the transit section due to the three-wave
resonant interactions as well as the two-stream instabi-
lity. As a result, SCWwith a broad frequency spectrum is
formed at the output of transit section 4. Such spectrum
contains an abnormal area where higher SCW harmonics
have higher amplitudes.

After passing through transit section 4 the modula-
ted beam is directed to the input of terminal section 5.
In this section there is a multiharmonic H-ubitron field.
The generation of the multiharmonic electromagnetic sig-
nal 5 and its further amplification occurs due to parame-
tric resonances between SCW harmonics and harmonics
of multiharmonic pumping field. In fact, the opposite
conversion of multiharmonic SCW energy to multihar-
monic signal 5 energy takes place. In addition, for each
of the multiharmonic SCW harmonics the condition of
parametric resonance with the corresponding harmonics
of the pump field and the electromagnetic signal is sa-
tisfied. By adjusting the shape of the SCW spectrum
and the parameters of multiharmonic pump field, we get
the opportunity to control the multiharmonic spectrum
of electromagnetic signal 6 at the output of TSFEL and
we are able to form the ultrashort cluster of an electro-
magnetic field.

Comparing the electron beam modulation section and
terminal section, we see that from a formal point of view,

they can be considered similar. The main differences be-
tween them relate mainly to boundary conditions. In the
modulation section amplitudes of all SCW harmonics are
zero, and amplitude of at least one signal harmonic is
non-zero. We have opposite situation in the terminal
section. Namely, at the input the SCW harmonics are
non-zero, when all signal harmonics are zero. The signal
harmonics are generated in the process of wave interacti-
ons in the working bulk of the terminal section.

Fig. 2. Theoretical model of the terminal section and
the modulator.

Therefore, for the modulation section as well as for the
terminal section we use the theoretical model shown in
Fig. 2. Here the two-stream electron beam 1 with partial
velocities υ1, υ2 passes through the undulator, in which
there is a multiharmonic pumping magnetic field 4 with
induction B2 and undulation period λ2,1. In the same
region multiharmonic transverse electromagnetic signal
2 with electric field strength E1 and magnetic field in-
duction B1 move along the axis Z. Multiharmonic SCW
3 with electric field strength E3 also moves along the
axis Z.

Since all the waves are multiharmonic, strength E1

and induction B1 of the electromagnetic signal wave,
induction B2 of the pumping field, and electric field
strength E3 of the growing longitudinal SCW we repre-
sent in the form

E1 = E1ex =
N∑
m=1

[E1,m exp(ip1,m) + c.c.] ex,

B1 = B1ey =

N∑
m=1

[B1,m exp(ip1,m) + c.c.] ey,

B2 = B2ey =

N∑
m=1

[B2,m exp(ip2,m) + c.c.] ey,

E3 = E3ez =

N∑
m=1

[E3,m exp(ip3,m) + c.c.] ez. (1)

In relations (1) E1,m, E3,m, B1,m, B2,m are the amplitu-
des ofm-th harmonics of corresponding waves, ex, ey, ez
are the unit vectors of corresponding axis

pχ,m = ωχ,mt− kχ,mz = mωχ,1t− kχ,mz (2)
are their phases (χ index has values 1, 2, and 3), ωχ,m =
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mωχ,1 are their frequencies (ω2,1 = 0), and kχ,m are their
wave numbers. Thus, the electric and magnetic fields in
the studied sections of TSFEL-klystron have the form
E = E1 +E3, B = B1 +B2. (3)

3. Plural three-wave parametric resonances

In the considered system there are three groups of plu-
ral three-wave parametric resonant interactions. Firstly,
there are plural parametric resonances between SCW
harmonics [22, 23]. As known, growing SCW is characte-
rized by linear dispersion relation [19–21]. It means that
for any m-th harmonic of the wave the frequency ω3,m

and the wave number k3,m are related with the frequency
ω3,1 and the wave number k3,1 of the first harmonic as
follows:

ω3,m = mω3,1, k3,m = mk3,1. (4)
It leads to the fact that in order tom1-th,m2-th, andm3-
th SCW harmonics interacting with each other through a
three-wave parametric resonance mechanism their num-
bers must be related by relation

m1 = m2 +m3. (5)
Plurality of harmonics satisfies to this condition, e.g. the
5th harmonic takes part in a number of resonant inte-
ractions: 5 = 3 + 2, 5 = 1 + 4, 6 = 5 + 1 and so on.

As a rule, the parametric interaction intensity of wa-
ves decreases with increase of their frequencies. But gro-
wing SCW is amplified also through the mechanism of
two-stream instability. Due to the two-stream instability
there is a frequency range (below the optimal frequency
ωopt), in which the growth increment of two-stream insta-
bility increases with increase of frequency [22]. Thus, if
the frequency of the first SCW harmonic is smaller than
the optimal frequency, the higher SCW harmonics will be
generated in the two-stream electron beam due to plural
three-wave resonant interactions. These harmonics are
amplified due to the two-stream instability. As a result,
multiharmonic SCW is formed. Its harmonics can have
an abnormal spectrum, i.e. higher harmonics can have
higher amplitudes.

The second group of plural resonant interactions is re-
lated with parametric resonances between harmonics of
the electromagnetic signal wave. The relation between
the wave number and the frequency can be also conside-
red quasilinear for this wave, when its frequency exceeds
beam plasma frequency.

The relation between the wave number and the fre-
quency for this wave can be also considered as quasi-
linear, when its frequency exceeds plasma frequency of
the two-stream beam,

ω1,m = mω1,1, k1,m ≈ ω1,m/c = mω1,1/c. (6)
It means that the condition of three-wave parametric in-
teraction between m1-th, m2-th, and m3-th harmonics
of the electromagnetic signal, is defined by Eq. (5), as
well as for SCW. Thus, for electromagnetic signal wave
harmonics the plural three-wave parametric resonant in-
teractions take place, too. Unlike SCW, for the electro-
magnetic signal wave there is no an additional amplifi-

cation mechanism (growing SCW is amplified also due
to two-stream instability). Therefore, higher harmonics
amplitudes that are generated due to plural three-wave
parametric interactions are decreased rapidly with fre-
quency increases.

A third group of plural resonant interactions is associa-
ted with the three-wave parametric interactions between
the harmonics of the electromagnetic signal wave, the
pump and the SCW. For wave number k2,m = mk2,1
of the multiharmonic magnetic pumping field the li-
near dependence on a harmonic number takes place, too
(ω2,1 = 0). Therefore, each three m-th harmonics of the
signal, the pump, and the growing SCW participate in
the three-wave resonance in the investigated system. Its
condition has the following form:

ω3,m = ω1,m, k3,m = k1,m + k2,m. (7)
Equation (7) is the condition of plural parametric re-
sonant interactions between the harmonics of the signal
wave, the pump and the SCW.

Thus, the plural three-wave parametric resonant inte-
ractions are implemented both in the terminal section
and in the modulator. Due to the three-wave parametric
resonances the SCW amplification, which results from
two-stream instability, is transferred to the electromag-
netic signal wave. It allows generating the multiharmo-
nic electromagnetic signal wave with a broad frequency
spectrum, in which harmonics have the comparable am-
plitudes. Superposition of this harmonics can form the
powerful ultrashort cluster of electromagnetic field. This
paper is dedicated to finding out the conditions of the for-
ming of the powerful ultrashort electromagnetic cluster in
multiharmonic two-stream superheterodyne free-electron
lasers of a klystron type.

In this paper we construct the nonlinear theory of plu-
ral interactions of the signal waves, the pump, and the
SCW in the terminal section and in the modulator, and
we analyze the processes in these sections. It should be
noted that the obtained system of equations also allows
investigating the processes of plural parametric interacti-
ons in transit section. To do this, we assume that the
pumping wave and the signal wave are missing. As a
result, we obtain the opportunity of the analysis of non-
linear wave processes in multiharmonic TSFELs-klystron
in general.

4. The system of cubic-nonlinear equations
for complex wave amplitudes

To carry out non-linear analysis of the multiharmo-
nic processes in TSFEL of a klystron type we obtain the
system of truncated equations for amplitudes of waves,
which take part in plural three-wave parametric resonan-
ces in the terminal section and the modulator.

As initial equations for analysis we use the relativis-
tic quasihydrodynamic equation [21, 23], the continuity
equation and Maxwell’s equations. Also we take as sa-
tisfied the conditions of collisions neglecting and velocity
scatter of electrons. We consider the model, in which
all values depend only on longitudinal coordinate z and
time t.
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We divide the solution of the equations into three for-
mally independent stages: (1) solving of the motion pro-
blem of two-stream relativistic electron beam in given
electromagnetic fields; (2) solving of the continuity equa-
tion considering that we already know the velocities of
electron beam; (3) solving of the excitation problem of
electromagnetic fields, considering velocities and concen-
trations as known values.

We solve the motion problem and the continuity equa-
tion through the use of the method of averaged characte-
ristics [21, 23]. For solving the problem of electromagne-
tic field excitation we use the method of slowly varying
amplitudes. We consider the features of plural three-
wave parametric resonant interactions of SCWs and the
electromagnetic signal during the solving of this problem.

For solving of the motion problem we pass to cha-
racteristics of the relativistic quasihydrodynamic equa-
tion [21, 23]. The characteristics of these equations are
ordinary differential equations. Since we solve the boun-
dary problem, in these equations we pass from the time
derivative to coordinate derivative using the well-known
relation for the velocity dt = dz/υz. We include the
equations for fast phases pχ,m in this equation system.
We consider that amplitudes of fields change slowly with
the change of longitudinal coordinate z. We use slow lon-
gitudinal coordinate ζ = z/ξ to describe slow amplitude
changes. As a result we get the equation system in stan-
dard form

dυqx
dz

=
e
(
Ex − 1

cυqzBy −
υqx
c2 (υqxEx + υqzEz)

)
meγqυqz

, (8)

dυqz
dz

=
e
(
Ez + 1

cυqxBy −
υqz
c2 (υqxEx + υqzEz)

)
meγqυqz

, (9)

dζ

dz
=

1

ξ

dpq,χ,m
dz

=
mωχ,1
υqz

− kχ,m ≡ Ωq,χ,m. (10)

In these equations υqx, υqz are the velocity vector pro-
jections of the q-th partial electron beam υq on X and
Z axes, respectively; γq = (1− (υ2qz + υ2qx)/c2)−1/2 is the
relativistic factor of the q-th beam; c is the light speed
in vacuum; e = − |e|, me are the charge and the mass of
electron, respectively; Ex = E1, By = B1 +B2, Ez = E3,
amplitudes of fields Eχ,m = Eχ,m(ζ), B1,m = B1,m(ζ) are
slowly changing functions of longitudinal coordinate z,
index χ takes values 1, 3.

Let us compare system (8)–(10) with the stan-
dard [21, 23] and write down the vector of slow variables
x, vector functions X, vector of fast phases ψ, and vec-
tor of phase velocities Ω in explicit form
x = {xυz , xυx , xζ} = {υqz, υqx, ζ} ,
1

ξ
X =

1

ξ
{Xυz , Xυx , Xζ} ,

1

ξ
Xυz =

e
[
Ez + 1

cυqxBy −
υqz
c2 (υqxEx + υqzEz)

]
meγqυqz

,

1

ξ
Xυx =

e
[
Ex − 1

cυqzBy −
υqx
c2 (υqxEx + υqzEz)

]
meγqυqz

,

1

ξ
Xζ =

1

ξ
,

ψ = {pq,1,1, . . . , pq,1,N , p2,1, . . . , p2,N , pq,α,1, . . . ,

pq,α,N , pq,β,1, . . . , pq,β,N , pq,γ,1, . . . , pq,γ,N}Ω =

{Ωq,1,1, . . . ,Ωq,1,N ,Ω2,1, . . . ,Ω2,N ,Ωq,α,1, . . . ,

Ωq,α,N ,Ωq,β,1, . . . ,Ωq,β,N ,Ωq,γ,1, . . . ,Ωq,γ,N} . (11)
Further, we use the algorithm of method of averaged cha-
racteristics [21] for the case of several fast phases. Accor-
ding to this algorithm we proceed to averaged variables x̄:

υqi = ῡqi +

∞∑
n=1

u
(n)
υi (x̄,ψ)

ξn
, i = (z, x),

ζ = ζ̄ +

∞∑
n=1

(x̄,ψ)

ξn
u
(n)
ζ . (12)

Equations for slow variables have the following form:
dῡqz
dz

=

∞∑
n=1

1

ξn
A(n)
υz (x̄),

dῡqx
dz

=

∞∑
n=1

1

ξn
A(n)
υx (x̄),

dζ̄

dz
=

∞∑
n=1

1

ξn
A

(n)
ζ (x̄). (13)

We restrict ourselves by the third approximation for 1/ξ.
The algorithm of finding out u(n) and A(n) is known and
described, e.g., in [21]. Particularly from these formulae
it follows that u(n)ζ = 0 for any n; A(1)

ζ = 1, A(n)
ζ = 0 for

n > 1; A(1)
υz = A

(2)
υz = 0, A(1)

υx = A
(2)
υx = 0,

1

ξ
u(1)υz =

e

meῡqz

(
1−

ῡ2qz
c2

)3/2

×
α,β,γ∑
χ

N∑
m=1

[
E(ζ̄)χ,m
iΩq,χ,m

exp(ipq,χ,m) + c.c.

]
,

1

ξ
u(1)υx =

e

meγ̄q

N∑
m=1

[(
E(ζ̄)1,m

iΩq,1,mῡqz
− B(ζ̄)1,m

iΩq,1,mc

)

× exp(ip1,m)− B2,m

iΩ2,mc
exp(ip2,m) + c.c.

]
,

and so on. As a result, we obtain the solution both for
the oscillating velocity component and for non-oscillating
velocity component (13).

We obtain the solution of the continuity equation in the
same way as in the case of the motion problem. To obtain
solutions of the electromagnetic field excitation problem,
we substitute the expressions for the velocity (12) and
the concentration of partial beams into Maxwell’s equa-
tions (7). We consider that these expressions obtained
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through the use of method of averaged characteristics
have the form of series in the small parameter 1/ξ. We
also expand it in Fourier series in the fast phase harmo-
nics. As a result of calculation procedures we obtain a
system of differential equations in a cubic nonlinear ap-
proximation for the amplitudes of the electric fields of the
electromagnetic signal wave and the space-charge wave

K2,1,m
d2E1,m

dz2
+K1,1,m

dE1,m

dz
+D1,mE1,m =

K3,1,mEα,mB2,m + F1,m,

C2,3,m
d2E3,m

dz2
+ C1,3,m

dE3,m

dz
+D3,mE3,m =

C3,3,mE1,mB
∗
2,m + C4,m

〈∫
E3

(∫
E3dp3,1

)
dp3,1

〉
p3,m

+C5,m

〈(∫
E3dp3,1

)2
〉
p3,m

+ F3,m. (14)

In these equations

D1,m = k21,m −
ω2
1,m

c2
−

2∑
q=1

ω2
p

γ̄qc2
,

D3,m = − ik3,m

(
1−

2∑
q=1

ω2
p,q

Ω2
3,q,mῡ

2
qz γ̄

3
q

)
(15)

are the dispersion functions of the electromagnetic
signal wave and the SCW, respectively, for m-th

harmonic; F3,m = 4πe

〈
2∑
q=1

1
ξ3u

(3)
n,q

〉
p3,m

, F1,m =

4πe
c

〈
2∑
q=1

1
ξ3

(
n̄qu

(3)
υx,q + u

(1)
n,qu

(2)
υx,q + u

(2)
n,qu

(1)
υx,q

)〉
p1,m

are

functions containing the cubic non-linear components,
that are also related to parametric resonant interactions
in the investigated system. Functions u(1)n,q/ξ, u

(2)
n,q/ξ2,

u
(3)
n,q/ξ3 define the oscillatory components of the partial

beam concentration in the first, the second and the third
approximation respectively; u(1)υx,q/ξ, u

(2)
υx,q/ξ

2, u(3)υx,q/ξ3
are the oscillatory components of velocity υx (12), δm,1
is the Kronecker delta

K1,1,m =
∂D1,m

∂ (− ik1,m)
, K2,1,m =

1

2

∂2D1,m

∂ (− ik1,m)
2 ,

K3,1,m = −
2∑
q=1

ω2
p,qω1,me

2Ω3,q,mmeγ̄4qk1,mk2,mc
3ῡ2qz

×

(
ῡ2qz γ̄

2
q

c2
− k3,m

Ω3,q,m

)
,

D3,m = − ik3,m

(
1−

2∑
q=1

ω2
p,q

Ω2
3,q,mῡ

2
qz γ̄

3
q

)
,

C1,3,m =
∂D3,m

∂ (− ik3,m)
,

C2,3,m =
1

2

∂2D3,m

∂ (− ik3,m)
2 ,

C3,3,m = −
2∑
q=1

[
ω2
p,qek3,m

ῡ2qzΩ
2
3,q,mmeγ̄2q c

2k2,m

×
(
ῡqz
c
− k3,mc

ω3,m

)]
,

C4,m =

2∑
q=1

ω2
p,qk3,1

cγ̄4q ῡ
4
qzΩ

3
3,q,1

e

me

×
(

2k3,1 + ω3,1/ῡqz
Ω3,q,1γ̄2q

− 3
ῡqzω3,1/k3,1

c2

)
,

C5,m =

2∑
q=1

(
ω2
p,q

cγ̄6q

e

me

k3,1
ῡ4qzΩ

3
3,q,1

)
,

ω2
p,q = 4πn̄qe

2/me. (16)
Coefficients in the system (14) also depend on the slowly
varying components of the velocities ῡq and the partial
beam concentrations n̄q. Therefore we supplement the
system (14) with equations for these slowly varying com-
ponents

dῡqz
dz

= Vq(E1,B1,B2,E3, ῡq, n̄q), (17)

dn̄q
dz

= Nq(E1,B1,B2,E3, ῡq, n̄q), (18)

where functions Vq =
2∑
q=1

1
ξ3A

(3)
υz,q, Nq =

2∑
q=1

1
ξ3A

(3)
n,q con-

tain cubic non-linear components.
We analyze the obtained system (14)–(18) numerically.

This equation system describes non-linear processes in
the TSFEL of a klystron type.

5. Higher harmonics influence
on the wave dynamics in TSFEL
in maximum amplification mode

Let us analyze the influence of the plural three-wave in-
teractions on the dynamics of first harmonic of TSFEL in
the mode of maximum signal amplification. For this pur-
pose we consider the one-section TSFEL with H-ubitron
pumping, which is described by the theoretical model re-
presented in Fig. 2 and by the equation system (14)–(18).
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the wave dynamics in such sy-
stem.

Parameters of investigated TSFEL are chosen as fol-
lowing: the plasma frequency of electron partial beams
ωp = 1.5× 1011 s−1; the average value of relativistic fac-
tor γ0 = 4.5; the difference of partial beam relativistic
factors ∆γ = 0.5; the induction of pumping magnetic
field B2,1 = 400 Gs. We assume that pump magnetic
field is monochromatic. The wavelength of the first sig-
nal harmonic is λ1,1 = 0.04 cm and the undulation period
of the pump magnetic field is λ2,1 = 1.56 cm. In the case
of maximum amplification the first harmonic frequency
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Fig. 3. Amplitudes of the first harmonic of the signal
wave electric field as a function of the longitudinal coor-
dinate z.

Fig. 4. Amplitudes of the SCW electric field harmonics
as a function of the longitudinal coordinate z.

of the electromagnetic signal, which is supplied to the
input of the TSFEL, is equal to the optimal frequency
ω1,1 = ωopt =

√
3ωpγ

3/2
0 (1− γ−20 )/∆γ.

Figure 3 shows the amplitudes of the first harmonic of
the signal wave electric field as a function of the longitu-
dinal coordinate z of TSFEL. Curve 1 in this figure des-
cribes the case when we take into account only the first
harmonics of interacting waves. Curve 2 refers to the case
when we consider 50 harmonics. As we can see, in the
case of considering of three-wave plural resonances the
saturation level of the electromagnetic signal wave decre-
ases eight times when compared to the case of neglecting
of higher harmonics. It indicates that consideration of
higher harmonics in two-stream SFEL is necessary.

The significant influence of higher harmonics on the
signal wave saturation level is explained by the genera-
tion of SCW higher harmonics and by the decrease of
the first harmonic amplitude of SCW due to this pro-
cess. The first SCW harmonic, in turn, is related with
the first harmonic electromagnetic signal by three-wave
parametric resonance. Figure 4 shows the dynamics of
ten harmonics of the SCW. As we can see, the saturation
levels of 2nd (position 2) and 3rd (position 3) harmonics
exceed the saturation level of 1st harmonic (position 1).

The saturation levels of other harmonics are comparable
with the saturation level of the first harmonic.

6. Features of ultrashort electromagnetic field
clusters forming

Let us consider the features of the forming of ultrashort
electromagnetic field clusters in TSFEL. It is clear that
in the ideal case we should obtain a periodic set of delta-
functions at the output of the multiharmonic TSFEL.
These functions can have, e.g., the following form:

E(t) = AT [−δ(t− T/4 + nT ) + δ(t− 3T/4 + nT )].

(19)
In this formula δ is a Dirac delta-function, T is a pe-
riod, n is an integer, A is a multiplier. At its core, such
sequence of delta-functions is a complex periodic mul-
tiharmonic signal, and it can be expanded in a Fourier
series

E(t) = E0 +

∞∑
m=1

(Em exp(im(2π/T )t) + c.c.), (20)

where

Em = (1/T )

T/2∫
−T/2

E(t) exp(− im(2π/T )τ)dτ (21)

is the complex amplitude of m-th harmonic. For the in-
vestigated case, when E(t) is defined by relation (19), the
complex amplitudes Em can be easily obtained through
the use of expression (21). As a result we get

Em = 2iA sin(mπ/2), (22)
i.e., E0 = 0, E1 = +2iA, E2 = 0, E3 = −2iA, E4 = 0,
E5 = +2iA, E6 = 0, E7 = −2iA and so on. Equa-
tion (22) implies as follows: the amplitudes of all even
harmonics are zero; the absolute values of odd harmo-
nics are the same and equal to 2A; phases of the 1st, 5th,
9th, etc. harmonics are equal to (+π/2); the phases of
the 3rd, 7th, 11th, etc. harmonics are equal to (−π/2).
Therefore, to obtain the series of femtosecond clusters of
the electromagnetic field (19) we should form the mul-
tiharmonic signal with amplitudes and phases satisfying
the condition (22).

We investigate the dynamics of the forming of powerful
ultrashort electromagnetic clusters in the TSFEL, using
Eqs. (14)–(18) with parameters given in Table I. We in-
vestigate the case, when the monochromatic signal is sup-
plied to the input of the TSFEL-former.

For the investigated system the critical frequency is
ωcr = 8.63 × 1013 s−1, the optimal frequency is ωopt =
5.3×1013 s−1. The frequency of the first harmonic of the
electromagnetic signal is ω1,1 = 2.7 × 1012 s−1, which is
32 times smaller than the critical frequency. Comparing
the first harmonic frequency with the plasma frequency of
a two-stream beam

√
2ωp = 1.8 × 1011 s−1, we see that

the condition ω1,1 �
√

2ωp is satisfied. It means that
the frequency of the first harmonic of the electromagnetic
signal significantly exceeds the two-stream electron beam
plasma frequency. Therefore, the dependence of the wave
number on the frequency can be considered as linear for
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TABLE I

Parameters TSFEL of the klystron type.

Parameter Value
wavelength of the first harmonic
of the signal wave (λ1,1) [mm] 0.7

average value of the relativistic factor (γ0) 7.5
relativistic factors difference (∆γ) 0.07
plasma frequency of partial beams

(ωp) [s−1] 1.3 × 1011

undulator period (λ2,1) [cm] 6.5
modulator section length [m] 1.0
transit section length [m] 0.5
terminal section length [m] 1.5

all harmonics of the signal wave. Thus, there are 32 SCW
harmonics in the frequency domain, in which the growth
takes place due to the two-stream instability. This fre-
quency domain is limited by the critical frequency ωcr.
Therefore, in further calculations we take into account
the 50 harmonics of each type of the waves involved in
the parametric resonance interactions.

7. Forming of electromagnetic field clusters
in TSFEL

We consider the model presented in Fig. 1. The mo-
nochromatic signal is supplied to the input of modula-
tion section 3 of TSFEL-klystron. We use the system of
Eqs. (14)–(18) for the analysis of cluster forming.

In the modulator (position 3, Fig. 1, see also Fig. 2)
the SCW is excited in the two-stream electron beam as
a result of the three-wave parametric resonance between
electromagnetic signal 1 and the H-ubitron field of mo-
dulator 3. Since the monochromatic signal wave is sup-
plied to the modulator input, the H-ubitron magnetic
field of the modulator is also taken as monochromatic.
We supply the signal with amplitude 100 V/cm on the
modulator input, other harmonics are zero. We take the
induction of magnetic H-ubitron field as B2,1 = 1000 Gs,
the modulator period is λ2,1 = 6.5 cm. On leaving from
modulator 3 the SCW has the spectrum which is shown
in Fig. 5. As we can see from Fig. 5, in modulator 3 it is
formed the SCW in which amplitude of the first harmo-
nic is maximal and the amplitudes of higher harmonics
are smaller than the amplitude of the first harmonic.

Further, the SCW excited in two-stream electron beam
grows due to the two-stream instability. Since the fre-
quency of the first harmonic of SCW is 32 times smaller
than critical frequency then all the first 32 harmonics
are amplified due to the two-stream instability. For the
harmonics whose frequency is smaller than the optimum
frequency (20th harmonic corresponds to the optimal fre-
quency), their growth rates increase with enhancing their
frequency. As a result, the abnormal spectrum shown in
Fig. 6 begins to form at the output of the transit section
(z = 150 cm). In this case the maximal amplitude of the
spectrum corresponds to the second harmonic (Fig. 6),
but not the first one as in the case of Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. SCW spectrum at the output from modulator 3
(z = 100 cm).

Fig. 6. SCW spectrum at the output from the transit
section (z = 150 cm).

The dependence of the initial phases of SCW harmo-
nics in the modulator and the transit section on the lon-
gitudinal coordinate z is shown in Fig. 7. As we can see,
the transient processes take place at the initial stage of
the excitation of the multiharmonic SCW. At the output
of the transit section the harmonic phases already have
stationary values. It should be noted that the phases
difference between adjacent harmonics is practically the
same and equal to ≈ 0.6π.

It should also be noted that abnormal spectrum is not
formed yet at the output of the transit section. Its for-
ming continues in the terminal section, too. The excita-
tion of the electromagnetic wave occurs in this section si-
multaneously. It happens due to plural three-wave para-
metric resonances between the multiharmonic SCW and

Fig. 7. Initial phases of SCW harmonics in the modu-
lator and the transit section as a function of the longi-
tudinal coordinate z.
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Fig. 8. Harmonic amplitudes B2,m of magnetic field
induction in the terminal section as a function of the
harmonic number m.

Fig. 9. Harmonic amplitudes E1,m of electromagnetic
signal wave strength as a function of the harmonic num-
ber m for longitudinal coordinate z = 257 cm.

the multiharmonic H-ubitron pumping field. We choose
the amplitude and the initial phase of the multiharmonic
magnetic pumping field harmonics in such a way as to
form the ultrashort multiharmonic electromagnetic clus-
ter in the terminal section. Amplitudes and phases of
such wave have to satisfy the conditions: the amplitudes
of all even harmonics are zero; the absolute values of odd
harmonics have almost similar values; the phases of the
1st, 5th, 9th, etc. harmonics are equal to (+π/2); the
phases of the 3rd, 7th, 11th, etc. harmonics are equal to
(−π/2). The spectrum of such magnetic field is shown in
Fig. 8, spectrum of the electromagnetic cluster in point
z = 257 cm of the system is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows the dependence of the amplitudes of
the signal wave E1,m on longitudinal coordinate z. We
can see that amplitudes of odd harmonics grow exponen-
tially, and have practically the same values in the region
of the coordinate z = 257 cm.

Figure 11 shows the dependences of the initial phases
of the electromagnetic wave harmonics on the longitudi-
nal coordinate z. As we can see, near the longitudinal
coordinate z =257 cm the initial phases of the 1st, 5th,
9th, etc. harmonics are approximately equal to (+π/2)
(curves 1 in Fig. 11), and the initial phases of the 3rd,
7th, 11th, etc. harmonics are equal to (−π/2), respecti-
vely (curves 2 in Fig. 11).

Thus, two-stream FEL forms the electromagnetic field
cluster in point z = 257 cm. The harmonics of this

Fig. 10. Harmonic amplitudes E1,m of electromagne-
tic signal wave strength as a function of longitudinal
coordinate z.

Fig. 11. Initial phases of signal wave harmonics as
a function of longitudinal coordinate z of the termi-
nal section. Curves 1 correspond to the 1st, 5th,
9th, etc. harmonics, curves 2 correspond to the 3rd,
7th, 11th, etc. harmonics.

cluster satisfy the condition (22). Figure 12 shows the
dependence of electromagnetic signal energy flux den-
sity on time normalized at the first harmonic period.
As expected, the electromagnetic signal has the form of
the short cluster with duration τp2 = 4 × 10−14 s ≈
40 fs. If we accept the electric current of partial elec-
tron beam as equal to 1.1 kA, then the instantaneous
power of such cluster is 1 MW. The average power of such
electromagnetic cluster is 16 kW. Therefore, multiharmo-
nic TSFEL can form the powerful ultrashort clusters of
an electromagnetic field.

As we have mentioned above, to form the series of fem-
tosecond clusters of the electromagnetic field we have to
form multiharmonic signal with amplitudes and phases
satisfying the conditions: the amplitudes of all even har-
monics are zero; the absolute values of odd harmonics
are the same; phases of the 1st, 5th, 9th, etc. harmo-

Fig. 12. Electromagnetic signal energy flux density as
a function of normalized time t/T in the terminal section
with z = 257 cm.
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nics are equal to (+π/2); the phases of the 3rd, 7th,
11th, etc. harmonics are equal to (−π/2). As follows
from Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, these conditions are satisfied in
point z = 257 cm. In other points these conditions are vi-
olated and the electromagnetic cluster form is changed in
comparison with the cluster presented in Fig. 12. Thus,
on z = 250 cm the maximal value of energy flux density
is decreased twice and the width of the electromagnetic
cluster is increased by ≈15%. In this point long-wave
low frequency components appear. At z = 260 cm the
maximal value of energy flux density is almost the same
as in Fig. 12, but the cluster width is increased 1.8 ti-
mes. In this point high frequency oscillations appear.
Therefore, in the coordinate range from z = 250 cm to
z = 260 cm the cluster with maximal energy flux density
value of electromagnetic signal from 2.4× 1011 V/m2 to
1.2× 1011 V/m2 and cluster width from 40 fs to 75 fs is
formed.

It should also be noted that the process of electro-
magnetic cluster formation is sufficiently sensitive to the
parametric variations of the terminal section first of all.
The analysis of the cluster form dependence on the sy-
stem parameters will be carried out in other works.

8. Conclusions

Therefore, in this paper we have developed the cubic
non-linear self-consistent theory of multiharmonic two-
stream free electron lasers of a klystron type designed for
forming of the powerful ultrashort electromagnetic clus-
ters. We have taken into account the plural three-wave
parametric resonant interactions. We have studied the
influence of the plural three-wave interactions of the gro-
wing SCW harmonics on the dynamics of main harmo-
nic of TSFEL working in the mode of maximal powerful
signal amplification. We have shown that accounting of
such interactions can lead to the decrease of the satu-
ration level of an electromagnetic signal eight times and
more. It indicates that accounting of SCW higher har-
monics is necessary for the analysis of the TSFEL ope-
ration. The operation mode in which the first TSFEL
harmonic is much less the critical frequency of the two-
stream instability is used for the forming of the powerful
ultrashort electromagnetic clusters. We have carried out
the amplitude, phase and spectral analyses of the pro-
cesses of the forming of the ultrashort electromagnetic
clusters in the TSFEL. The conditions that are neces-
sary for the forming of short electromagnetic clusters are
specified. The fundamental opportunity to create the ul-
trashort electromagnetic clusters in the multiharmonic
TSFEL is demonstrated. It is shown that the forming
of the clusters with duration ≈40 fs is possible in the
TSFEL with beam energy ≈3.3 MeV. These devices can
have wide practical applications as sources of powerful
broadband electromagnetic signals.
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